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Free proxy server

If you want to protect your privacy online, one of the easiest ways to do that is to use a proxy server. Effectively, it serves as a gateway between you and the Internet, so when using a proxy server the details of the websites you visit and other online history is stored on that server, rather than on your
computer. This allows for a degree of anonymous browsing, with the caveat that proxy servers often store at least some details. This means that a full examination of the server records can make it possible to personally identify you. However, this is probably not a problem for most people, and proxy
servers otherwise provide a useful if basic way to prevent the extensive advertiser tracking and routine privacy intrusions that are now commonplace online. Keep in mind that many proxy server providers also offer paid VPN services because VPN (Virtual Private Network) can provide better security and
privacy than a proxy service alone. In that case, it may be worth getting a free VPN or paying for one of the best premium services instead. If you're not sure if a proxy server will be better, check out our Proxy Servers vs VPN guide: Why VPNs are better. In the meantime, we will have the best proxy
services here, free and paid, that overlap with some VPN services. Do you want your business or services to be eligible for this buyer's guide? Send your request to desire.athow@futurenet.com with the buy guide URL in the subject line. (Image credit: Smartproxy) You get both residential and data center
proxies from Smartproxy. The pool of more than 40 million rotating residential IPs comes from desktop and mobile devices and is shared among all users. While this may be detrimental because you get flagged IPs, the provider ensures that its quick rotation policy ensures that its proxies are not banned.
Smartproxy limits bandwidth plans, but allows you to run an unlimited number of simultaneous threads. Select the proxy you want to use in a list of backconnect gateway servers in your dashboard. By default, Smartproxy displays all the different gateways for the countries and cities it supports. However,
you filter the proxies based on a few useful parameters, such as the location and the type of session (rotating or sticky). Depending on this, the dashboard shows the correct proxy gateway that you then use in your apps and tools. If you plan to use the proxy to browse the web, Smartproxy also has
extensions for both Chrome and Firefox. You use the extension to re-limit the location and type of proxy you want, and even choose the authentication mechanism. As mentioned earlier, Smartproxy's plans are based on the traffic deduction. The residential proxies at $75/month with 5 GB bandwidth fee,
which comes to $15/GB. Their most popular plan however costs $400/month and puts a 50 GB cap on traffic, which comes to just $8/GB. The good thing is that you if you no longer have bandwidth at the cost/GB of your subscription. Read our Smartproxy review here. (Image credit: Luminati) Coverage:
All countries and cities | IP Addresses: Over 72 million Detailed targeting optionsComplex pricing mechanismThe first thing you notice about Luminati is the massive proxy pool of over 72 million IPs. The service offers all kinds of proxies. In addition to rotating residential IPs, the service also offers static,
which are a group of 6 to 100 residential addresses for exclusive use that have not previously been used with your target domain. Luminati also sells mobile IPs that cost more than the usual residential IPs, but are more resilient and will work on particularly difficult to please targets. If you have very
specific targeting requirements, you will value Luminati's support for Autonomous System Number (ASN) in addition to the usual targeting options such as country, state, and city. To use the proxies, you use the Luminati Proxy Manager (LPM), which is an open source tool that can be installed on top of
Windows, macOS and Linux for free. LPM can help you define rules for IP rotation, blacklist IPPs that produce poor results, optimize bandwidth usage by routing some requests through your regular non-proxied connection, and more. Luminati's residential proxies support all main protocols, including
HTTP, HTTPS and even SOCKS5. The service also has an extensive support infrastructure with multiple capabilities, including video tutorials and webinars. However, all features and agility comes at a price. Although the service advertises a base rate for all types of proxies, specifying additional
parameters, such as targeting levels, has an effect on the final cost of the proxy. The service also has multiple payment plans to accommodate different users. In addition to the standard monthly subscriptions, Luminati also offers a pay-as-you-go subscription. The plans are on average more expensive
than many of her peers, but will seem reasonable especially for large-scale proxy users and those with very specific requirements. Read our Luminati review here. (Image credit: RSocks) Coverage: Limited | IP Addresses: More than 3 million RSocks offers residential, data centers and even mobile IPs.
You share the list of more than 3 million proxies with other users or get some for your exclusive use. One of the best features of the service is that it does not limit the amount of bandwidth on any of the plans. As long as the plan is valid, you will continue to use the proxies. RSocks also allows users to run
up to 500 simultaneous threads on many of the plans. To replace everything, the proxy provider supports all popular protocols, including HTTP, HTTPS and SOCKS5. RSocks also offers separate subscriptions for mobile IPs. You proxies from 10 countries and can even specify a specific city and even a
provider for some of them. The service automatically updates the list of proxies and the duration depends on the plan, Some proxies proxies proxies rotated every 5 minutes, others per hour, and some every 2 hours. The number of new proxies after each update also varies from one plan to another. The
most important thing to note, however, is that you don't get the option to run the proxies manually from the dashboard. One of the unique features of the RSocks is the ability to pause proxies when not in use, to extend their expiration date. But the number of such breaks are limited, so you have to use
them judiciously. Although it does not offer browser add-ons, RSocks has a cross-platform proxy checker tool that will be useful for sorting through the list of shared proxies. The tool can help you find the most useful proxies that work best for you based on parameters such as their location, speed and
their presence in popular spam databases. Also, unlike most of her colleagues, RSocks has about three dozen pricing plans for the various proxies. That's because instead of making plans based on constraints, such as bandwidth or the number of IPs, RSocks, created separate plans based on individual
parameters. Read our RSocks review here. (Image credit: Oxylabs) Coverage: All countries and cities | IP Addresses: More than 70 million SOCKS5 support, albeit limitedOxylabs has an extensive network of more than 70 million residential proxies covering all countries and cities in the world. In addition
to the country and the city you also focus on proxies based on the ASN (autonomous system number). However, these residential IPs use backconnect gateway servers, and you must manually change this address to add targeting information parameters. Oxylabs claims that their residential proxies also
contain mobile IPs, but the service provider doesn't give you the ability to choose them specifically for your tasks. These residential proxies run IPs on any request to ensure that the target cannot block you. The proxy provider also offers static non-rotating residential proxies that it buys directly from ISPs.
Oxylabs claims that these give you the best of both data center and residential proxies, in terms of speed and resilience. Also, these static support the SOCKS5 protocol, unlike the standard rotating ones that don't. The pool of more than 2 million ip ips from data centers that are not shared but dedicated to
exclusive use also supports the SOCKS5 protocol. These also provide a proxy rotator add-on to automatically run the data center IPs. The only unique offering in Oxylabs portfolio is the next-gen residential proxy that uses machine learning and AI to more successfully mimic a regular user's browsing
behavior and work around blocks and captcha's. Oxylabs also has a web scraping tool of its own called Real-Time Crawler that retrieves the data for you HTML or JSON format. The service has layered plans that become more cost effective as you increase your engagement. The entry-level package is
priced at $300/month with 20 GB bandwidth, which comes to $15/GB, while the most expensive costs $5000/month and and 1TB bandwidth, which translates to just $5/GB. Read our Oxylabs review here. (Image credit: Storm Proxies) Coverage: US &amp; EU | IP Addresses: About 70,000Storm Proxies
is designed for individual and small time proxy users who like to trade many of the features you get with some of the proxy heavyweight for affordable pricing plans. The service provider offers rotary residential proxies, private dedicated proxies that offer data center IPs, and backconnect rotating proxies
that have a mix of data center and residential IPs. The best thing about Storm Proxies is that all its proxies come with unlimited bandwidth. Instead, privately dedicated proxies limit accounts to the number of IPs, the backconnect rotating proxies bases plans on the number of simultaneous connections,
while rotating residential proxies with prices based on the number of ports. Each port is capable of rotating up to 50 simultaneous connections. Storm Proxies also does not get out of the way of accepting the limitations of its proxies, which it clearly puts before each of its supported proxy types. The
backconnect rotating proxies come from a pool of 70,000 IPs and only you choose between three broad regions, namely the US, the EU and globally. These are backconnect proxies that are served through different gateways, each with its separate rotating time. The 5-minute rotating residential proxies
come from an even smaller pool of about 40,000 IPs. They only cover the US and EU locations and do not allow you to choose which countries or cities you want to target. There are different plans for each of the different types of proxies, but rest assured they are cheaper than most of the other proxy
services. For example, the smallest private proxy plan offers 5 proxies for $10/month, while the top most one offers 400 proxies for $400/month. Similarly, the backconnect rotating proxies cost $39/month for 40 simultaneous connections all the way up to $97/month for 150 simultaneous connections.
Read our Storm Proxies review here. Best free proxy servers (Image credit: Hidester)No extensions for FirefoxIf you want to bypass geoblocks and avoid being snooped on, you use Hidester's proxy service to browse the web anonymously. Hidester doesn't require a sign-in and you don't need to install
any software. Just go to the website, from your desktop or your mobile device and enter the URL you want to visit in the available space. By default, it forwards your request through servers in the US, but you also get the option to switch to European servers. Hidester also has a number of options to further
ensure your privacy. By default, it encrypts URLs and deletes scripts. It allows cookies by default, but you even have the option to disable them, but ruining your surfing experience. However, you choose to clear your cookies when closing the proxy session using the handy Hidester bar at the top of the
page. You even change the browser's browser pointer sequence to a pull-down list of presets presets in the top bar. The service claims that it does not keep logs of your visits and ensures that they have full control over their servers without third-party IP proxy involvement. (Image credit: VPNBook)
Extremely fast performance Blocks ads and other nuisanceIn addition to the titular virtual private network, VPNBook offers a free SSL-encrypted web proxy for a spot of anonymous browsing. Choose from proxy servers in the US, UK, France or Canada, or have the proxy choose one at random. In our
tests, VPNBook was very fast, and the address bar/banner was unobtrusive. It also blocked ads and some scripted elements of web pages, which can be beneficial for privacy (although we appreciate it to get a choice), and it supports HTTPS connections. Keep in mind that VPNBook tracks weblogs,
which it can use to report illegal activity, but they are automatically deleted after a week. It's not perfect, but VPNBook's speed, convenience and clear policies on logging make it our pick for the best free web proxy. (Image credit: Hide.me) Hide.Me advertises itself as the fastest free proxy server, due to



not keeping their own logs to help speed up the service. Whether that title is deserved or not it's still a decent free proxy that you should consider using. You use it directly through the website, or alternatively use the Firefox or Chrome browser extensions to use the service. The service only has proxies in
Europe, especially in the Netherlands, Germany and Finland. Also, while it gives you various privacy enhancing options, such as the ability to encrypt URL and pages, you don't get these options while you visit a website. Unlike some other free services, Hide.me shows annoying pop-up ads for their paid
VPN service. If you live with that then you should probably be fine using Hide.Me. (Image credit: KProxy) Comes built into a portable version of FirefoxSome restrictions on usingKProxy offers a browser-based service, an extension for Chrome or Firefox, and a portable version of Firefox available with the
extension already installed – a nice touch that allows you to use the proxy on PCs in school, university or work. Setup is a piece of cake - once the extension is installed, choose a remote server (the free version offers several options in Montreal and Munich) and click 'Connect'. Secure HTTPS
connections are supported. The service does have a number of limitations: you only browse freely on one piece for three hours, or until you reach your 300MB data limit. Once you reach this limit, you may see a tab asking you to purchase a premium account, but this is not mandatory - you'll be free again
after taking a 30-minute breather. When it comes to KProxy's privacy policy, the company notes, you also understand that despite our best efforts, this service may not provide a 100% guarantee of privacy and anonymity. In accordance with our privacy policy, KProxy reserves the right to provide the IP
addresses of users who our system, either to the competent legal authorities or to those against whom abuse has been committed. (Image credit: Hide My Ass) Confirm for loading websiteHide My Ass offers a free web proxy service that is very useful if you want to browse privately but don't have time or
permission to download additional software or browser extensions. There are limitations - the premium software offers higher speeds, safer encryption, and active malware protection - but for a quick little browsing, it's a good option. Hide the free proxy of My Ass masks your identity and IP address. It's
one of the few services that lets you select specific cities instead of just countries to guide your requests. The free service supports servers in New York City, Seattle, Frankfurt, Amsterdam, London and Prague. Hide My Ass's web proxy service collects log files, including your IP address, the URLs you
visit, which pages and files you've viewed, and when. It stores this data for 30 days – a policy that pushed it down our list of preferences. The following section is written by ... Julius Cerniauskas, CEO of OxylabsA proxy is an intermediary between the user and the web that adds an extra layer that
connects to any website. Proxies have their own IP addresses, so the website the user visits only sees this proxy IP address. In terms of origin, there are two types of proxies, data center and residential: A data center proxy is a private proxy that is not affiliated with an ISP because it comes from a
secondary company and provides private IP authentication, high-level anonymity and rapid data request response times. Typically, data center proxys are used for infrastructure, such as servers and web hosting. A residential proxy is an intermediary who uses an IP address associated with a physical
location provided to a homeowner by an Internet Service Provider (ISP). It is a real IP address that can be used to mimic organic user behavior. As mentioned earlier, individuals and companies widely use proxies. Let's look at the reasons behind it. Personal use A proxy used for a personal request is
associated with a particular location. This may allow certain access to geo-blocked content. For example, consumers can view and buy flights from locations that offer the cheapest prices. Second, proxies can optimize the user's web activity and improve security levels by encrypting requests. Business
use In most cases, companies use proxies to gain advantage over competitors by collecting insightful information. The proxy gives them the opportunity to provide large amounts of publicly available data on prices of competitors, products, extract and even process reviews or even market trends that
companies can accelerate in their decision-making process regarding marketing, sales, and pricing strategies. Such information would be impossible to extract without proxies in place due to recurring blocks. When data collection is ongoing, number of requests are submitted to a web server. The difficulty
arises when these requests come from the same IP address because websites identify this activity as suspicious and block the IP address for security reasons. Proxies prevent this as IP addresses can be constantly changed if rotating proxies or a proxy rotator is used. In this way, data collection can
continue to be done anonymously and efficiently. In addition to collecting data, many companies use proxies for email security when there are huge amounts of emails that contain malware attachments, ransomware or suspicious URLs. Proxies help scan each incoming email and filter malicious content.
Another common use case is trademark protection, as proxies are used to scan the web in search of stolen content or fakes. With a free proxy you can access almost every proxy advantage, which is great until something goes wrong. The use of such services means that no one is responsible for
technical errors, which happens to be a common occurrence in this case. It's not easy to find a free, long-life proxy if they quickly become obsolete and providers usually turn into paid ones or disappear over time. In addition, using free proxies can pose a serious threat because you never know if your
data is secure and you risk falling victim to identity theft. Paid proxies are responsible for their services, with contracts and agreements to protect the user. For businesses, there is no option but to pay for a special proxy service and avoid potential security issues. If you choose a reliable proxy provider,
you don't have to worry about servers crashing or disappearing for no reason, as many provide special account support. A reliable proxy provider will also have ethically produced proxies. Deciding which proxy provider to choose is not an easy task as there are many criteria to consider, but we have
picked out a few key points: Reliability: 24/7 customer support and account managers, service trials and a money-back guarantee are must-haves for a reliable proxy provider. Pay attention to client reviews and IP pool size and location: IP pool size and location variety are critical for those who will be
scraping large amounts of data from different countries Success rates and speed: a reliable proxy network success rate should be at least 90%, with the best providers that guarantee 95% or higher Integration and support: proxy providers must ensure that their documentation is clear and understandable,
including integration tutorialals and clear instructions The future of proxies Companies use proxies for large-scale data collection and extraction, but this is not an easy process. It consists of many complex tasks, especially when anti-data collection measures become increasingly sophisticated and makes
it harder to collect publicly available information without being blocked. To address this, artificial intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) innovations innovations gradually applied. Ultimately, proxies are extremely valuable solutions for both individuals and companies that need to make accurate data-
driven decisions. For individuals, proxies can help access geo-blocked content, improve security levels, and optimize web activity. For companies, they not only provide an additional layer of security, but quickly become an indispensable tool for collecting publicly available information. Information.
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